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Reviewed by TIMOTHY OSBORNE, Pennsylvania State University

1. Derivation by Phase.
John te Velde’s monograph presents a comprehensive and detailed theory of coordination cast within the Minimalist framework. The data are drawn mainly from English and German, although some Dutch data are included as well. The novelty of te Velde’s approach resides mainly in the understanding of the derivation; it builds on Chomsky’s (1998, 1999) concept of phase. The derivation proceeds phase-by-phase, rather than sentence-by-sentence. Derivation by phase has each conjunct of a (certain type of) coordinate structure being derived before the derivation of the next conjunct begins. In this manner, a derivational procedure such as Move can apply to a constituent in the one conjunct without having to apply to the parallel constituents in the other conjunct(s). The parallelism that does usually obtain across conjuncts is established by the interaction of the processes Copy and Match with active memory (AM). Once the initial conjunct is derived, its syntactic and semantic features are placed in AM, so that they can be copied to the non-initial conjunct(s) as soon as it/they are derived. The relevant features of a preceding conjunct are always pasted to those of the following conjunct(s).

This approach contrasts with Across-the-Board (ATB) accounts, which assume that parallelism across conjuncts is established by the simultaneous application of a derivational procedure to all the conjuncts in a uniform manner. The utility of derivation by phase is perhaps best illustrated by instances of asymmetric coordination such as in 1 (adapted from p. 82).
The two conjoined clauses in 1 are asymmetric in the following sense. The second conjunct involves verb raising, whereas the first conjunct does not. An ATB account would have difficulties with such cases, since it assumes that movement in each conjunct within a coordinated structure proceeds in a like manner. Any account that focuses on conjunct symmetry is therefore challenged by such cases. In contrast, the derivation by phase approach allows the derivations of the two conjuncts to be distinct. What counts is that core aspects of parallelism obtain; it can suffice if the conjuncts are parallel with respect to certain features. In the case of 1, the conjuncts are parallel insofar as they are both TPs.

2. Central Components.
While derivation by phase is perhaps the most unique and distinguishing characteristic of te Velde’s approach, there are a number of central components to the theory. These components are briefly enumerated here.

The approach strives to account for the structure and behavior of coordination via the principles and procedures that are already acknowledged for non-coordinate structures. It maintains that coordination can be accounted for by using the standard derivational processes of the Minimalist Program that already exist for non-coordinate structures, that is, Select, Copy, Merge, and Match. No extra mechanisms or concepts are necessary. This view assumes that the structure of coordination is actually quite similar to the structure of subordination. The traditional stance, in contrast, assumes the two types of structure are quite distinct.
The structure in 2a has the conjuncts in equi-level positions, it represents traditional assumptions about the nature of coordination. In contrast to 2a, something like the structure in 2b has become widely accepted in the generative paradigm. There one sees that the conjuncts are no longer in equi-level positions, but rather the second conjunct is on a level below the level of the first conjunct and is hence subordinate to the first conjunct. Te Velde’s approach pursues a variant of 2b.

The variant of 2b that te Velde assumes differs substantially from other proposals in the area. Compare the following structures involving coordinated DPs adapted from pages 26 and 30:

The structure in 3a is that of Munn (1987), Kayne (1994), Johannessen (1996, 1998), and Wilder (1994, 1996, 1997), etc. It sees the coordinator as the head of the entire coordinate structure, projecting up to the root node. Te Velde’s structure in 3b, in contrast, grants the coordinator a unique status. DP₂ merges (it does not adjoin) to the tail end of DP₁ in such a manner that the coordinator does not receive the status of a head. The coordinator in 3b does not project at all; it is therefore a defective lexical item. Te Velde produces numerous arguments demonstrating that 3b should be preferred over 3a.

Concerning the large versus small conjunct debate, te Velde takes the middle ground. On the one hand, he assumes small conjuncts whenever possible, for example, DP+DP, NP+NP, AP+AP, and PP+PP. The nature of the structure in 3b even allows for certain small conjuncts that do not
actually qualify as constituents, given traditional assumptions; for example, *John gave [Mary a record] and [Bill a book]* (p. 202). On the other hand, te Velde assumes large conjuncts when necessary, namely when the unique structure illustrated in 3b no longer allows for strictly small conjuncts. There are three kinds of structures in which ellipsis is necessary: left-edge ellipsis (LEE), right-edge ellipsis (RNR), and conjunct-internal ellipsis (Gapping), as exemplified in 4.

(4) a. LEE
   
   Bill, got a book and ej will soon start reading it.  (p. 203)

   b. RNR
   
   Bill loves ej and Peter tolerates [temperamental Italians]j.  (p. 207)

   c. GAPPING
   
   Bill likesj spaghetti and Barb ej lasagna.  (p. 216)

The ellipses must be licensed by a c-commanding element. In the case of LEE, the licensor is the coordinator itself. In the cases of RNR and Gapping, the licensor is a prosodic element. Derivation by phase requires that the ellipses in these cases have all the properties of lexical items except their phonetic features (p. 9, 10, 181, 225, 290, 292). The full lexical items are generated in the course of the derivation, but they experience non-spell-out. In other words, the lexical items are deleted (p. 180f.). Despite his claims to the contrary (pp. 179), this heavy reliance on deletions actually positions te Velde’s theory between the large conjunct and small conjunct approaches. I return to this point in section 5.

Te Velde emphasizes that the structure in 3b and derivation by phase with feature matching can together best address the characteristics of coordinate structures. On the one hand, the strong tendency for the conjuncts of coordinate structures to be parallel is accounted for by feature matching. Syntactic parallelism is assured when the features of the initial conjunct are pasted to each of the following conjuncts. Semantic parallelism is then assured by matching in LF. On the other hand, the numerous asymmetries that can obtain between the conjuncts of coordinate structures can be accounted for by the asymmetric structure shown in 3b, partial feature matching, and derivation by phase, whereby the derivation of one phase (= conjunct) need not always be exactly parallel to the derivation of the following phase(s).
3. Organization and Presentation.
The book contains five chapters. Chapter 1 is brief; it provides an overview of the theory and of the presentation in the following chapters. Chapter 2 examines non-elliptical instances of asymmetric coordination. Asymmetric structures, such as those in 5a–c, are explored.

(5) a. DP+AP
George is [DP a geek] and [AP glad to be one]. (p. 19)

b. DP+CP
You can depend [DP on my assistant] and [CP that he will be on time]. (p. 45)

c. VF CLAUSE + V2 CLAUSE
Wenn das Wetter schön ist, when the weather nice is
und wir gehen zusammen in die Berge, dann … (p. 22)
and we go together in the mountains then
‘When the weather is nice and we go to the mountains together, then …’

Despite the non-parallel categories, these structures are licit. Te Velde assumes that asymmetric conjuncts are licensed by virtue of matching of abstract features. He uses the term COORDINATE FEATURE MATCHING (CFM) (p. 13) to refer to the phenomenon. While the conjuncts (DP+AP) in 5a lack parallelism in syntactic category, they are parallel insofar as they both appear in the same position of the VP and both carry the abstract feature [+COMPL]. The situation is similar in 5b. There the conjuncts again lack parallelism in syntactic category (DP+CP), but they are parallel with respect to the abstract feature [+OBJECTIVE]. The situation in 5c is somewhat different. While the conjuncts there lack parallelism with respect to the position of the finite verb, they are parallel with respect to the abstract feature [+CLAUSE]. The varying verb positions are possible by virtue of derivation by phase. The first phase (= initial conjunct) is derived and spelled-out before the second phase (= second conjunct) is. Multiple spell-out of this sort allows the conjuncts to undergo separate derivations.
Chapter 3 presents the particulars of the structure te Velde assumes for coordination, that is, the structure illustrated in 3b, as well as the mechanics of derivation by phase. The discussion remains with non-elliptical structures, elliptical structures being addressed later in chapters 4 and 5. One of the main goals of the chapter is to convince the reader of the virtue of 3b over 3a. This point is convincingly argued based on data from various areas, for example, subject-verb agreement and feature checking, multiple conjuncts (not just two), and the defective nature of the coordinator. In presenting the mechanics of derivation by phase, the emphasis is placed on the nature of the derivational procedures, that is, Select, Merge, Copy, and Match. The first three procedures occur in “narrow syntax,” whereas the last occurs both in narrow syntax and then again at LF. Finally, the chapter returns to the asymmetries of coordination, examining them again in view of the particular aspects of structure and derivation that were presented earlier in the chapter.

Chapter 4 explores the motivation for positing the existence of gaps, whereby a gap is assumed to have “all the features of a lexical item except its phonetic features” (p. 181); following Chomsky (1995:202–203), “deletion” is assumed to occur “in PF” (p. 180); the phonetic features of the deleted lexical items are not spelled out. After examining the motivation for gaps, the discussion investigates the manner in which the gaps are licensed. Each gap must have a licensor. The gap of LEE is licensed by the coordinator itself, since the coordinator immediately c-commands the gap. The gap of RNR is licensed by the prosodic feature [PROS], which appears in the position that immediately c-commands the gap. And the gap of Gapping is also licensed by the prosodic feature [PROS], but this time [PROS] appears in a position that immediately c-commands C’ or T’ (p. 224). The structures in 6 show the basic licensing constellations for English.
(6)  

a. Licensing of LEE (adapted from p. 204)
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c. Licensing in Gapping (adapted from p. 216)

In addition to the requirement that gaps be licensed in PF, they must also be recovered in LF. The discussion of recovery is mainly concerned with the gaps that can and cannot be recovered. The central claim about recovery is that the licensor must c-command and immediately precede the gap. A gap is not licensed if an overt element intervenes between it and its licensor. This requirement predicts ungrammaticality in cases such as 7.

(7) a. *Bill, doesn’t want to write the short story and **truthfully** e₁ won’t consider a novel. (p. 206)

    b. *Peter caught Mary an eel in the Charles River, and John (PROS) e₁ Betty e2 in the Missisquoi. (p. 218)

The sentence in 7a is an attempt at LEE; this attempt fails because the stressed adverb *truthfully* intervenes between the licensor of the gap, that is, the lexical item *and*, and the gap itself, that is, *e₁*.¹ The sentence in 7b

¹ Examples where the pre-verbal adverb is not stressed constitute exceptions, as in *Bill, doesn’t want to write the short story and definitely e₁ won’t consider a novel*. The non-stressed adverb *definitely* does not block the licensing of the gap, despite te Velde’s claim. This sort of data motivates te Velde to modify the
is an instance of Gapping; it fails because the [PROS] feature cannot license $e_2$ through the blocking element Betty. The last section in chapter 4 presents and examines the derivational specifics of coordinate structures involving ellipsis. Emphasis is placed on identifying the correct order of the derivational processes.

The final chapter, chapter 5, is comparatively brief. It discusses some remaining issues, whereby the focus is on the correct analysis of the preverbal projections. Te Velde weighs in on the CP vs. TP debate for German. He argues against the generalized $V \rightarrow C$ analysis for all V2 clauses in favor of the TP analysis; that is, he argues for a TP analysis of subject-initial V2 clauses. His analysis allows for fine-tuning of the left periphery, whereby additional functional projections are assumed to intervene between CP and TP.

4. Discussion.
Te Velde’s monograph represents a comprehensive study of coordination. The data examined and the issues addressed show the challenges and difficulties the phenomenon of coordination presents for syntactic theories. One sees why coordination is one of the most studied areas of syntax and why the area continues to motivate a seemingly unending stream of descriptive and explanatory accounts. Te Velde demonstrates that an approach in terms of derivation by phase is in a position to address many of these challenges.

The basic structure te Velde proposes for coordination illustrated in 3b is indeed more appropriate than the alternative structure in 3a. The alternative in 3a is suited to address the asymmetries of coordination, since it has the conjuncts appearing in inherently unequal positions, that is, in Spec-&P and Comp-&P. It has difficulty, however, accounting for the symmetries of coordination, since there is nothing inherently symmetric about it. In this regard, te Velde’s structure in 3b is less asymmetric since the one conjunct is merged onto the tail end of the other. It is hence in a better position to allow for the symmetries of coordination.

There are, however, a number of significant problems with te Velde’s theory and the manner in which it is presented in the book. The

claim. He must stipulate that non-stressed adverbs do not constitute blocking categories (p. 206).
presentation suffers from redundancy. The book is long, over 300 pages of main text with some 370 notes. The latter appear on the 41 pages that follow the main text. Working through the book hence requires a lot of flipping back and forth. More importantly, key points are repeated more than necessary, the result being that the text is redundant at times. For instance, the arguments for rejecting the structure in 3a in favor of the one in 3b are presented first on pages 25–27. These arguments appear again in detail on pages 89–99, and then thereafter in parts on pages 108, 112, 115–117, 122–123, and 132. The discussion of Ross’ (1967) data is another example of redundancy. Ross illustrates that the coordinator forms a constituent with the following conjunct, as opposed to with the preceding conjunct. The relevant data appear first on page 105, then again on pages 129 and 145.

Some of the grammaticality judgments are debatable, for example, 2b (p. 3), 11a (p. 23), 64 (p. 48), 76a’, 77a’ (p. 219), iia,b (p. 344, n. 54), ia (p. 344, n. 58). One area where te Velde’s data differ from the literature is with those instances of gapping where an auxiliary verb has gapped without the main verb:

(8) a. [Peter has kissed] and [Paul insulted] the young bride. (p. 3)

b. [Wir wissen, daß Karl ein Auto gekauft hat],
we know that Karl a car bought has
und [Uwe nur eines geliehen].
and Uwe only one loaned (p. 23)

‘We know that Karl bought a car and that Uwe borrowed one.’

Ross (1970, 1976) and Sag (1976:145) take instances of gapping such as 8a in English to be marginal. Maling (1972:106–107) and Lechner (2001:697f.) dislike cases such as 8b in German. Te Velde, however, assumes they are fully acceptable. The actual status of such cases can

---

2 Sentence 8a actually allows two distinct analyses:

i. Peter has kissed (the young bride) and Paul (has) insulted the young bride.

ii. Peter has kissed (the young bride) and Paul insulted the young bride. On the analysis shown in i, gapping does not obtain at all. Te Velde, however, assumes the analysis in ii.
have an impact on the overall theory, since it provides a clue for differentiating between gapping and non-gapping instances of coordination.

The theory’s reliance on deletions opens it up to the major criticism facing all large conjunct approaches. Te Velde actually rejects the large conjunct approach in its purest form (p. 179), that is, where every conjunct qualifies as a CP below the surface. At the same time, however, his theory posits three types of ellipsis (LEE, RNR, and Gapping). Ellipsis is understood as the result of deletions, which means that the approach pursues a large conjunct account of these three cases.

(9) a. LEE (adapted from page 304)

[Den Hund hat einer gefüttert] und [einer hat ihn geschlagen].

the dog has one fed and one has him hit

‘Somebody fed the dog and hit it.’

b. RNR (adapted from page 259)

[John sold the neighbor the same set of paintings] and
[Bill gave the visitor the same set of paintings].

c. GAPPING (adapted from page 224)

[John didn’t write a novel] or [Sue didn’t write a short story].

The pre-deletion reading in 9a involves two people, whereas the post-deletion reading involves just one; the pre-deletion reading in 9b is nonsensical; and the pre-deletion reading in 9c is truth-functionally distinct from the post-deletion reading. Te Velde does not appropriately address the difficulty such examples pose. Note 25 on page 304 does seem to acknowledge the problem with 9a, suggesting that a “constraint against opacity” is responsible for the contrast. In order to overcome the problem in 9b, the derivation on page 259 must first select a set of paintings as the object of each conjunct, delete these objects, and then replace them with the same set of paintings. The difficulty with 9c is addressed by positing that the prosodic feature necessary for licensing of the gap conflicts with the prosodic feature associated with the negation. These explanations are unconvincing.
Te Velde’s theory is not unlike many other theories in this area. Most accounts of coordination within the generative paradigm acknowledge deletions at least to some extent; for example, Kayne 1994, Wilder 1994, 1996, 1997, Johannessen 1996, 1998, and Hartmann 2000. Therefore te Velde’s theory cannot be challenged on this point from within the generative paradigm. Concerning those frameworks that are less likely to so readily embrace deletions, however, for example, HPSG, LFG, Categorial Grammar, Word Grammar, and Meaning-to-Text, the heavy reliance on deletions reduces acceptance for the overall theory. To gain greater acceptance, theories of coordination that utilize deletions need to convincingly address in a transparent manner the challenge posed by data such as 9a–c.

The two main arguments te Velde produces to demonstrate the presence of LEE are also unconvincing (pp. 185–187). The first of these involves indefinite subjects:

(10) A woman was head of state in England and e_i will soon be secretary of state in the US.

Perhaps the most natural reading of 10 involves two women, one in England and one in the US. This reading is thus consistent with the pre-deletion structure, a fact that supports the presence of the ellipsis. Te Velde emphasizes this point time and again. The weakness in this reasoning, though, is seen in example 9a above, where the reading involving just one person is the only reading available. Example 11 further illustrates the problem.

(11) [Jemand kam um vier] und [jemand ging um fünf].

someone came at four and someone left at five

(Klein 1993:773)

Klein (1993) and Hartmann (2000:67ff.) take such sentences as evidence against left-edge ellipsis; that is, the most natural reading of 11 involves only one person, contrary to what the pre-deletion structure predicts.³ It

³ Klein and Hartmann do not actually argue against the possibility of ellipsis in such examples, but rather they never even consider LEE a possibility in such cases. Their discussions of 11 focus on the contrast between 11 and i:
should be noted as well that examples such as 9a and 11, where just one person is involved, are the rule, whereas examples such as 10, where two persons are involved, are more difficult to generate. Te Velde thus emphasizes the significance of the exception in the debate, and in so doing, deemphasizes the rule.

The second argument te Velde produces in favor of subject gaps in LEE references the V2 principle. Without an ellipsis, the clause in the second conjunct would violate the V2 principle. This principle requires one (and only one) constituent to precede the finite verb. While this argument is valid given the structure te Velde assumes for coordination, that is, the one shown in 3b, its validity relies on that structure (or one similar to it). Since non-initial conjuncts are right-merged onto the tail end of the initial conjunct, the possibility that the two conjuncts might share the subject is not available, for these conjuncts are in hierarchically distinct positions. In this regard, one should acknowledge that the structure traditionally assumed for coordination, that is, the one shown in 2a, can assume the subject is shared, for the conjuncts there are equi-level. The traditional approach to coordination can hence assume the following analysis: *Jemand [kam um vier] und [ging um fünf] ‘Someone came at four and left at five’. This analysis has conjoined finite VPs, whereby the finite verbs can share the subject by virtue of their equi-level appearance. In short, te Velde’s second argument in favor of LEE arises out of theory-internal necessity.

Te Velde’s understanding of Gapping is also problematic. It sees the prosodic feature licensing the gap appearing in the position that immediately c-commands the gap. The examples illustrating this licensing all have the ellipsis appearing in C’ or T’ (pp. 215, 218, 223), and the claim is made that “gapping occurs clause-internally and licenses only a finite verb and one or two redundant objects immediately following it” (p. 214). In this regard, it is not clear how the theory accounts for the distribution of gaps in cases such as 12a–c.

---

i. Um vier kam und um fünf ging jemand.
   at four came and at five left someone
   ‘Someone came at four and someone left at five.’

Unlike sentence 11, the preferred reading of i involves two people. Hartmann uses this contrast to argue in favor of ellipsis in RNR.
(12) a. weil [er sie gesehen hat] und [sie ihn].
   because he her seen has and she him
   ‘because he saw her, and she him’

   b. [Mir so etwas am Abend zu sagen],
   me so something at evening to say
   und [dir am Morgen], weigert er sich.
   and you at morning refuse he himself
   ‘To say such a thing to you in the evening and to me in the
   morning, he refuses.’

   c. with [John keen on Mary] and [Mary on Bill] …
   (Hudson1989:86)

The gaps in these cases do not appear in \( C \) or \( T \), and examples 12b and 12c do not involve finite verbs. Example 12c does not even contain a verb.

Another difficulty with te Velde’s understanding of gapping occurs due to the prosodic licensing of the gap. The relevant prosodic feature \([\text{PROS}]\) is reliant on the contrastive stress placed on the initial remnant, which means \([\text{PROS}]\) immediately follows the initial remnant. Given this assumption, no gap may ever precede the initial remnant because it would not be licensed by a c-commanding \([\text{PROS}]\). In this respect, many cases that are arguably instances of gapping cannot be acknowledged as such because there is an unlicensed gap preceding the initial remnant; for example, the cases in 13a,b.

(13) a. Fred called you yesterday before the game, and me too.

   b. Arbeitest du heute, und er morgen?
   work you today and he tomorrow
   ‘Do you work today and him tomorrow?’

Example 13a is an instance of Stripping; it is ambiguous. Many linguists assume Stripping to be a particular manifestation of Gapping, for example, Williams (1977:112, note 6), Chao (1988), and Lobeck (1995:28). On the reading where \( me \) is the logical subject, the gap follows the
remnant, as te Velde’s theory assumes. On the other reading, however, where me is the logical object, the gap must precede the remnant, which te Velde’s theory does not allow. Example 13b is also arguably an instance of Gapping because of the flexibility in phonological identity of the finite verb across the conjuncts is characteristic of Gapping (du arbeitest versus er arbeitet).

The same problem facing te Velde’s theory is evident in the ambiguity of 14.

(14) Did Bill drink coffee or tea?

This question can be a polar question (Answer yes/no), in which case there is a single intonation curve with rising intonation on tea; or, it can be a constituent question (Answer coffee/tea), in which case there is rising intonation on coffee, a pause, and then falling intonation on tea. The former reading involves constituent coordination, that is, Did Bill drink [coffee] or [tea]?, and is hence non-problematic for te Velde’s theory. The latter reading, however, requires gapping, that is, [Did Bill drink coffee] or [tea]? and is a problem since the gap precedes the one remnant tea.

To conclude, the most convincing aspect of te Velde’s approach is its emphasis on feature matching. Examples such as 5a–c above demonstrate that parallelism between conjuncts need not be complete, but rather it can suffice if certain core features of the conjuncts are parallel. Syntactic, morphological, as well as semantic features can all play a role. In this regard, I think it is fair to say that the approach represents a move away from the strictly configurational account of coordination to a more functional one, whereby “functional” is understood mainly in terms of feature matching. The book should interest linguists investigating coordination in the Minimalist framework.

4 Te Velde might analyze such cases in terms of “Late Merge” (p. 122), whereby the second conjunct is merged onto the structure after the derivation of the entire sentence is complete. The question to be addressed in this regard is whether Late Merge and Stripping might actually be different names for the same phenomenon.
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1. Introduction.
Even within a family such as Germanic constituted of such closely related languages, marked linguistic differences exist among the individual languages (and groups of languages). Unfortunately, this rich ocean of typologically diverse structural and functional distinctions often goes unnoticed. Accordingly, the purpose of this volume is not to provide a typological description of an entire language family, but rather to feature specific phenomena characteristic of a particular Germanic language, and to compare and contrast these phenomena with functional or structural equivalents in one or more other Germanic languages. The present collection focuses predominantly on synchronic functional and structural microvariation, with focus on the following languages: Afrikaans, Danish, Dutch, English, Faeroese, German, Icelandic, Norwegian, Swedish, Yiddish, and, to a lesser extent, regiolects and dialectal phenomena. In this volume, two dominant interface issues are investigated in great detail—the morphology/syntax and syntax/semantic interfaces. Another division among the papers in the volume also deserves mention, that is, the distinction between descriptive treatments of linguistic phenomena and those which are developed in terms of generative linguistic frameworks.

2. Summary of Contents.
Although papers focusing on diachronic issues in Germanic typology are in the minority, there are still three contributions addressing historical typological topics in German. In his essay, “What happened to English?,” John H. McWhorter goes to great lengths to show that inflectional morphology represents perhaps only the tip of the iceberg with regard to the historical Germanic grammatical properties that English has shed in the course of its development. The aim of his paper is to argue that the difference between English and its sister languages comprises a much larger array of features than merely loss of inflection or a “tendency toward analyticity,” and that the larger awareness that English has moved
toward a “different typology” than its relatives is “traceable to a causal factor rather than being a random ‘uninteresting’ development” (p. 56). By incorporating various examples of grammatical constructions (such as inherent reflexives, external possessor marking, grammatical gender marking on determiners, derivational morphology paradigms, etc.) from most of the Germanic languages, McWhorter attempts to draw support for his hypothesis that English, in comparison with related languages, tends to be significantly less “overspecified” semantically and less “complexified” syntactically. This paper counters the much discussed claim that the grammar of modern English was solely shaped by external linguistic forces (for instance, Scandinavian and Romance) to become some sort of creolization of these external sources and Anglo-Saxon. McWhorter’s presentation of the historical data challenges such a proposal; the morphological syncretism—as a consequence of functional changes—is already present in the source languages of Early Modern English documents.

The other two essays centering on diachronic issues consist of a response and its rejoinder. Bridget Drinka’s essay, “Präteritumschwund: Evidence for areal diffusion,” makes the case that reduction and eventual elimination of the simple preterit in Southern German and several other western European languages was the result of the areal diffusion of innovative trends from Parisian French to contiguous languages and dialects. Such an analysis opposes Abraham and Conradie’s (2001) proposal that the collapse of the simple preterit was primarily motivated by principles of parsing and discourse.

Drinka’s Sprachbund-position is rebutted in detail by Werner Abraham in his rejoinder entitled “The European demise of the simple past and the emergence of the periphrastic perfect: Areal diffusion or natural, autonomous evolution under parsing facilitation?” Abraham supports the hypothesis that the diffusion of the analytic past forms in western European languages has a heterogeneous base.

Halldór Ármann Sigurðsson’s essay, “Agree and agreement—evidence from Germanic,” surveys morphological agreement phenomena in the Germanic languages. In addition, Sigurðsson investigates Chomsky’s (2000) notion of AGREE (Probe-Goal) in a recent instantiation of the minimalist program. Although descriptively adequate for some cases of morphological agreement, Sigurðsson finds that the Probe-Goal approach is not equipped to account for all morphological
agreement paradigms in Germanic. The central claim of this paper is that Agree reduces to Merge.

Another contribution making a strong contribution to linguistic theory is Cedric Boeckx and Kleanthes Grohmann’s “Left dislocation in Germanic.” Based largely on Grohmann’s (2000, 2003) notion of ANTI-LOCALITY, Boeckx and Grohmann construct a unified movement-based approach to left dislocation structures that distinguishes them from hanging-topic left dislocation.

Jóhanna Barðdall’s essay, “The semantics of the impersonal construction in Icelandic, German, and Faroese: Beyond thematic roles,” compares the semantics of verbal predicates selecting non-nominative (logical) subjects in Icelandic, German, and Faroese. After thorough investigation, Barðdall dismisses the view that case assignment is determined by thematic roles. Rather, the author maintains that the semantics of these predicates express “events” unrelated to internal experience. In the end, Barðdall argues that two levels of relations are necessary to properly account for the case marking of impersonal predicates in German: one involving the semantic relation between the (logical) subject and the predicate, and another profiling the emphatic relation between the speaker and his/her attitudes toward the content of the proposition.

Two other papers in this volume, Hartmut Czepluch’s “Reflections on the form and function of passives in English and German” and Molly Diesing’s “The upper functional domain in Yiddish,” also make references to the effects pragmatics can have on the functional and structural identity of natural clauses. Czepluch probes into the formal and functional differences between English and German with respect to passivization, and discusses the unequal distribution of passives in these two languages. Diesing’s contribution examines the structure of the left periphery of natural clauses in Yiddish. Key data from verb-second constructions, wh-questions, and topicalization structures make a strong case for the claim that functional structures in natural clauses may vary cross-linguistically.

C. Jan Conradie’s essay, “Verb sequence and placement: Afrikaans and Dutch compared,” addresses current changes underway in the placement of verbal elements in Afrikaans in comparison to Dutch. More specifically, Conradie seeks to explain the strong verb-final tendency
found in Afrikaans in spite of grammatical changes over the last 350 years in the direction of a VO pattern similar to that of English.

In his essay, “Some remarks on the formal typology of pronouns in West Germanic,” László Molnárfi argues against the notion of structural deficiency in a formal typology of pronouns in West Germanic. After comparing the pronominal systems of Afrikaans and Dutch, he argues that the notion of structural deficiency in pronominals is based on discourse-functionality rather than Case. Furthermore, Molnárfi purports that deficient pronouns do not constitute a universal linguistic category.

Rolf Thieroff’s essay, “The subjunctive mood in German and in the Germanic languages,” discusses the subjunctive mood, more specifically subjunctive 1, which is known for its function of reporting indirect discourse and optative mood meaning. Thieroff argues that with the exception of Icelandic, the subjunctive 1 is well on its way to being abolished in all Germanic languages. As a productive category, the subjunctive 2 also remains only in Icelandic. In all other Germanic languages, the subjective 2 tends to be replaced by the indicative, with the preterit tense remaining as it is.

3. Critical Analysis.

It is well established by this collection of essays that even in a family of closely related languages such as Germanic a great deal of structural and functional variation exists. An overall strength of this volume is the thoroughness with which each topic is treated and discussed. As far as scope is concerned, the only criticism I have to offer is the lack of mention of syntax-pragmatic interface conditions. Only three articles—Barðdall, Czelpuch, and Diesing—make explicit references to pragmatics. The topics of individual chapters range from the problems that have plagued linguistics for decades and those, like Thieroff’s essay on the subjunctive, that have not yet received much attention in the literature. The diversity of the articles is an asset to this volume, but at the same time much more work needs to be done. Perhaps, this collection can best be understood as a “call to arms” for other scholars—working in functional as well as theoretical linguistics—to consider the rich diversity of natural phenomena to be found in the Germanic family. For example, Diesing’s article brings to light many of the subtle, yet important differences in the structure of the left-periphery of Yiddish. What would be ideal is a continuation of this intra-Germanic research on
the structure of the extended CP-layer (see, for example, Putnam 2006, chapter 4).

Concerning theoretical linguistics, one particular article, namely, Sigurðsson’s “Agree and agreement—evidence from Germanic,” presents some very innovative and interesting ideas that are worthy of further pursuit on a larger scale. In particular, Sigurðsson’s notion of replacing the long-held traditional Chomskian phrase structure rules with the notion of a Nucleus (that is, Head) and Edge (Specifier) configuration has the potential of bringing phrase structure closer to recent developments in clausal structure in terms of Chomsky 2006, which interprets the edge of strong phases (v*P and CP) as purely phonological domains. If symmetry is to exist (or to be maintained) between local phrase structures and larger ontological units such as phases, Sigurðsson’s approach needs to be considered in a larger context.

4. Final Thoughts.
This collection of papers does an excellent job of exposing the rich variation of common functional and structural features in the Germanic family and how they are realized in the individual dialects, both diachronically and synchronically. The overall high quality of scholarship and thorough research of the individual essays makes this volume a valuable resource for linguists who research similar and/or related topics in Germanic linguistics.
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